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Orientation and Preview Programs Mission Statement
Mission Statement
The mission of the Office of Orientation & Preview Programs is to support students in their transition to
campus and assist them in exploring their educational and personal purpose. Services and programming
serve to communicate what it means to be a member of the Humboldt State community, teach new
students the academic requirements of obtaining a bachelor’s degree, and provide social opportunities.
Related Items
1: Support students in transition
Description of Goal
To provide information, services, and programs that support new students in their transition to HSU.
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1a: As a result of Orientation, students will be knowledgeable about the resources on
campus.
Type of Outcome: Student learning outcome
Learning Domain: KA: Knowledge Acquisition, Construction, Integration & Application
Description of Outcome
As a result of Orientation, students will be knowledgeable about the resources on campus.
Measurement Strategy: Survey
Assessment Method
Results of Assessment
Asked students if the "HOP experience was able to answer of your questions"
49.6% (606) cited "a great deal"
34.05% (413) cited "considerably"
10.55% (128) cited "moderately"
4.86% (59) cited "slightly"
.58% (7) cited "not at all"
Also asked specific questions about the types of resources that they felt knowledgable about:

I received useful information on the following topics at some point in my orientation experience
from June-August:
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Conclusions
Greatest variation was in response to "I learned what to expect socially at HSU." Although
students responded well to feeling a sense of social belonging at HSU, we might look at how
we're communicating social integration.
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1b: As a result of Orientation, students will report a sense of belonging to the HSU
community.
Type of Outcome: Student learning outcome
Learning Domain: IC: Interpersonal Competence
Description of Outcome
As a result of Orientation, students will report a sense of belonging to the HSU community.
Measurement Strategy: Survey
Assessment Method
HOP survey

Results of Assessment

To what extent was the Orientation & Admissions staff....

We asked students to provide a reason why they did not attend the HOParty social. The majority
did attend. Reasons given for not attending:

Conclusions
Students express great appreciation for HOP and a strong sense of belonging. Hoping to keep
HOP 2015 relatively similar to expect similar responses.
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1c: First year students will be satisfied with the orientation experience.
Type of Outcome: Student learning outcome
Learning Domain: KA: Knowledge Acquisition, Construction, Integration & Application
Description of Outcome
First year students will be satisfied with the orientation experience.
Measurement Strategy: Survey
Assessment Method
Results of Assessment
To what extent was your HOP experience...

Conclusions
Students reported an overall positive experience at HOP. We might try doing a mid-point quick
1-2 question survey to identify if there are peer counselors who are consistently getting poor
scores so that we have enough time to intervene. My guess is that the peer counselor is a
powerful determinant of overall HOP satisfaction.
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1d: The OPP staff will identify the most valuable components of the Preview Program
that yield more admits.
Type of Outcome: General Outcome
Learning Domain:
Description of Outcome
The OPP staff will identify the most valuable components of the Preview Program that yield more
admits.
Measurement Strategy: Survey, Existing Data
Assessment Method
Results of Assessment

Asked guests to share their expectations of the event. Used coding for all of the open-ended
responses collected:
Campus life: 15
Academic Department: 10
Campus Tour: 5
Housing: 3
Meet current students: 2
Meet staff: 1
Spend time in residence hall room: 1
Spring Preview 2014

Conclusions
Helpful to ask open-ended question to see what responses students gave. Wanted a higher
response rate overall. Might offer suggestions as checkbox in the future to see what they rank
as most important out of a list of options.
Did rearrange 2015 schedule to focus more on academics as a response to this survey and
observational data. Received positive feedback and will plan to offer more academic sessions
again in 2016.
2: Provide information to parents and families
Description of Goal
To provide information and resources to parents and family members in support of the success of
their student.
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2a: The Office of Orientation and Preview Programs office staff will foster strong
communication by responding to parent/family members request for information in a
timely manner.
Type of Outcome: General Outcome
Learning Domain:
Description of Outcome
Track communication with parents in OPP office in order to determine current interactions by
length and overall traffic
Measurement Strategy: Other
Assessment Method
Using digital call logs used in the OPP office to track all incoming and outgoing calls.
Results of Assessment
Looked at peak months for phone calls as well as length of each phone call.
Length of calls averaged 0-5 minutes. Longest calls were from parents and transfer students.
Peak months were April-August.
Conclusions
Did not think to add a "parent" button. Requires manual review of each call logged to know what
parent phone calls were received.
For next year, we'll need to add a parent button for quick reference.

2b: Parents/family members who participate in the Orientation will be more informed
about the ways in which they can support their student.
Type of Outcome: Student learning outcome
Learning Domain: KA: Knowledge Acquisition, Construction, Integration & Application, PC:
Practical Competence
Description of Outcome
Parents/family members who participate in the Orientation will be more informed about the
ways in which they can support their student.
Measurement Strategy: Survey, Observation
Assessment Method
Observation during Family & Guest Orientation activities and events

Survey will be half-sheet paper survey handed out during all FG workshops/presentations.
Results of Assessment
Conclusions
Not able to complete in 2014. Will look at surveying parents during their sessions for the 2015
orientation sessions.
3: To collaborate across campus
Description of Goal
To collaborate across campus to support a comprehensive transition program for new students.
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3a: An orientation steering committee will be established for the 2014-15 academic year.
Type of Outcome: General Outcome
Learning Domain:
Description of Outcome
Orientation Advisory Committee to be established in the fall 2014 semester.
Measurement Strategy: Other
Assessment Method
Results of Assessment
Committee has been established and began meeting in the Spring 2015 semester.
Conclusions
Committee meets once every 2-3 weeks and subgroups meet in between this time.

Staffing and Budget Snapshot
Investments
Budget snapshot
Staffing

Related Items
There are no related items.

End of Year Summary
Summary and Conclusions
I have the right tool and right vehicle to deliver it re: HOP survey for students. With such a strong
response rate, I am confident that we're getting the feedback that we need from the students. Because
the survey is a national survey copy, I also think that we're asking the right questions. Seems that our
goals for the student orientation and their expectations are quite aligned, except in terms of the length of
the orientation, which stands out as a positive outcome for us, but a negative outcome for some of them.
Have not had the same successes with surveys for Spring Preview and for Family Orientation. It's hard to
know that we're asking the right questions and getting enough feedback from participants to make
decisions guided by their feedback until we can better deliver the survey that we have already developed.
Survey does seem to be the best way to go and we have plans for 2015 in how to get the survey out
there.
Next Steps and Plans for Improvement
Making some small changes to our survey tool and delivery methods will help to collect stronger data.
I need much more support in reporting and collecting/sharing data. This is highlighted by our experience
with Spring Preview using Cashnet to easily manage registrations & payments, but not having a system
that tracks the students in PS. We're doing a lot of manual data collection and cross-referencing and it's
not effective.
As Dr. Mullendore's report stated after his consulting trip in August 2014, he rarely advocates for
additional staffing but he does in the case of my office. Having additional professional staff support especially to support the increase in parent communications and record event attendee numbers - would
be invaluable in meeting the goals year to year.
Related Items
There are no related items.
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